
WHAT EFFECT DOES BOILING HAVE ON PEPSIN

What effect did boiling have on enzyme activity? Why? By boiling the The substrate of pepsin is BAPNA and the usual
substrate is protein. The subunits are .

Which tubes showed a positive test for the Benedict's reagent? What effect did boiling have on pepsin? Which
pH resulted in maximum lipase activity? This is unlike freezing, which does not affect enzyme structure â€” if
temperatures are increased after freezing, enzyme activity will be restored. Explain the significance of the
movement of the tongue during swallowing. Refer to Chart 4 for pH values. This three-dimensional structure
is critical to enzyme activity, as enzymes are structured to form a physical "fit" around their substrates. What
was the time interval that you recorded between the first and second sound? How well did the results compare
with your prediction? What was the significance of using 37C for the incubation? Did freezing have an effect
on the activity of amylase? Molecular Motion and the Role of Temperature In order to understand how
freezing affects enzyme activity, it is first necessary to understand the effect of temperature on the molecules
that are the substrates for enzyme catalysis. As temperature increases, the speed of this random molecular
motion increases as well since molecules have more vibrational energy at higher temperatures. As a result,
freezing and boiling can have significant effects on enzyme activity. What was the difference in activity
between test tubes 1 and 2? Which pH provided the highest pepsin activity? At which pH did you see the
highest activity of pepsin? Because 37 C is body temperature. Effect of Freezing on Enzyme Activity At very
cold temperatures, the opposite effect dominates â€” molecules move more slowly, reducing the frequency of
enzyme-substrate collisions and therefore decreasing enzyme activity. BAPNA  Within these solid crystals,
molecules have far less freedom of motion compared to the same molecules in a liquid arrangement. Why or
why not? Which pH buffer allowed the highest amylase activity? Describe the process of bile emulsification
of lipids and how it improves lipase activity. List the substrate and the subunit product of amylase. Used a
negative control to detect if amylase was contaminated with maltose.


